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StatRad Announces Signing of Distribution Agreement
for Clario’s Enterprise Worklist System
Agreement supports StatRad growth, expanding client base and
delivery of advanced teleradiology services to improve health care
SAN DIEGO — StatRad, a leading provider of cloud-based medical image exchange
technology and teleradiology services, has signed an agreement with Clario to use and distribute
its zVision Enterprise Worklist software and services. The agreement extends StatRad’s
radiology services portfolio and allows the company to meet the increasing demand from their
customer base for an enterprise worklist.
“Our double-digit growth the last few years has opened the door to numerous opportunities in
our teleradiology markets. One of the more promising opportunities for us is the unified
worklist,” said Claude Hooton, StatRad’s President and Chief Operating Officer. “We wanted
the preeminent solution on the market, and after an extensive international search, we selected
Clario as our partner. Together, StatRad and Clario advance radiology practice workflow, help
practices remain competitive and profitable, and allow them to deliver the highest quality
services available.”
Clario’s zVision integrates with any PACS, viewer, voice recognition system, and vendor neutral
archive to build an integrated enterprise worklist system for radiology practices. The worklist
system includes interruption management, automated assignment, shift optimized workflow, peer
review, clinical test results management, real-time analytics exam follow-up and more.

StatRad now provides professional teleradiology services in 38 states and recently announced the
signing of new teleradiology customers in six states. RadConnect®, StatRad’s medical image
exchange platform, also recently launched its next generation web portal to help support the
platform’s rapid growth rate.

StatRad is fully accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations (JCAHO) and adheres to all policies and standards required for maintaining
exceptional quality. In order to achieve the highest industry standards, all StatRad radiologists
are board certified, most are subspecialty trained and all are located in the U.S. For more

information on partnering with StatRad visit www.statrad.com, review our recent case studies or
call 855-835-3723.
About Clario
Clario partners with hospitals, imaging centers and private practice radiology groups to improve radiologists’
efficiency through integration. For more information, visit www.clariomedical.com

About StatRad
StatRad provides cloud-based software to allow digital access to any medical image, anytime, anywhere. By
delivering a fundamentally new way for the ingestion, exchange, storage, and interpretation of medical images,
StatRad facilitates a global image exchange accessible by patients, physicians and healthcare networks. The
company offers its innovative software as a service (SaaS) and as a platform (PaaS). StatRad also provides high
quality interpretation of medical images through its award winning teleradiology services. For more information
call us at 855-TELERAD (835-3723), visit www.statrad.com, or connect with us on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
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